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SPECIFICATIONS

Carton: 1/4
Item ID: 47553
EAN: 874933002680
Size: 330 x 430 x 200 mm
Weight: 1980 g

Recommended price

2 499 SEK

Travel with confidence and style using the Everki Versa 2 14.1” Backpack – Premiummodell av
kontrollvänlig datorryggsäck. Perfectly blending the convenience of a computer backpack with the
sophistication of a briefcase, the Versa 2 is the ideal choice for business professionals seeking a sleek,
protective, and organized carrying solution.

Tailored to fit 14.1-inch laptops and 15-inch MacBook Pro
Equipped with an advanced corner protection system
Features dedicated and secure compartments for electronics
Offers convenient access to business essentials
Backed by Everki's Lifetime Warranty for peace of mind

Tailored to fit 14.1-inch laptops and 15-inch MacBook Pro
The Versa 2 houses a plush, felt-lined compartment perfectly tailored to protect your 14.1-inch laptop or
15-inch MacBook Pro. Designed with meticulous attention to detail, this compartment ensures your
device is safeguarded from the rigours of a daily commute.

Equipped with an advanced corner protection system
Everki's innovative corner protection system, a patent-pending feature, is precisely engineered to shield
your laptop at the most vulnerable points. By diffusing and absorbing impact, this protective system
delivers unrivalled durability and extends the longevity of your electronic devices.

Features dedicated and secure compartments for electronics
Not just for laptops, the Versa 2 provides a haven for all your electronics with specially designed
compartments. The thoughtful compartment design allows for quick, flat opening during airport security
checks, simplifying your travel experience while keeping your gadgets safe.

Offers convenient access to business essentials
Stay organized and efficient with the Versa 2. The backpack's primary compartment is optimized for
your documents, while specialized pockets keep all your accessories, from pens to business cards,
neatly organized and accessible at a moment’s notice.

Backed by Everki's Lifetime Warranty for peace of mind
Everki's lifetime warranty backs the quality and craftsmanship of the Versa 2 Backpack. This
commitment assures you are making a sound investment in a backpack that will stand the test of time
and daily use.

Package includes

Everki Versa 2 14.1” Backpack

Product specifications

Model: Versa 2 14.1" Backpack
Exterior Material: Water-resistant nylon
Laptop Compartment: Padded, felt-lined for protection
Protection System: Patent-pending corner protection system
Compartment Accessibility: Easy-access front opening
Warranty: Everki Limited lifetime warranty
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